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Subject: Re: FYI. HSCA/NARA computer tapes, re: autopsy material and Z-film

Body:

David Kepley of NARA was checking into reading the data for me & I followed up with him a couple of times, 

but have not received a formal response...Part of the issue is that NARA's inventory they did for us shows 7 

digital data tapes, however documentation from Dr. Donald Janney (formerly of Los Alamos), sent a letter to 

the HSCA...This letter said that he knew the HSCA would be dissolved by the time Los Alamos finished 

preparing the tapes (approximately 40 of them) & he wanted to send the remaining tapes directly to NARA...I 

asked Kepley about any other tapes besides the 7 known to exist & he didn't find any record of such additional 

tapes...I remember that he wondered if it was possible to aggregate the 40 tapes into 7...I don't know if 

compression programs existed during that time & have never seen the tapes, but if it'll help with the Kodak 

project I'm all for going up to NARA & inspectingthem...Dave To:	Jeremy Gunn/ARRBcc:	David Marwell/ARRB, 

Dave Montague/ARRB From:	Joseph Freeman/ARRB   Date:	08/05/96 02:34:43 PMSubject:	FYI. HSCA/NARA 

computer tapes, re: autopsy material and Z-filmFYI only.  I know probably everyone but me has retained a 

clear recollection of this matter, but in looking over some Center for Legislative Archives material for other 

reasons I saw the 2/4/92 memo which Mike Gillette forwarded to Louis Stokes, re: 42 reels HSCA of magnetic 

computer tapes containing enhanced images of autopsy photos, Z-film, other assassination films/photos, etc.  

This is the stuff stored at NARA, but which NARA has no ability to "read".I've given a copy of this memo to 

Doug, who has not seen it previously, just in case it should prove useful down the line (with Kodak, for 

instance). 
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